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Trend graph/trend sampling zoom-in display

Major update in trend graph/trend sampling display:
1) Zoom-in display : Displays  the lines with partially enlarged view
2) Sample time display : Displays start/end time of the graph
3) Cursor value display : Displays a value at the cursor position
4) Scale display : Displays scales, grids, values by simple settings in V-SFT-5

V-SFT-5 Ver. 5.4.27.0

Function
Enhancement 1
Trend sampling supports zoom-in display feature which allows you to enlarge  critical part of the data.

[PLC command value to magnify]

Value Magnification

0 Same size

1 2x

2 4x

3 8x

Graphs can be enlarged in 4 levels (same size, 2x, 4x, 8x) by a button 
or PLC command.
* See the table on the right for magnification ratio and setting values.

Supported function Trend sampling

Logging time of start point and
end point is displayed.

Value at the cursor is automatically
displayed. 
No need to code macro commands.

14 plots 7 plots

Sampling time display and cursor value is refreshed to update when the cursor moves or display is enlarged.

Starting
position

Ending 
point

Zoom-out display from 100% size is
not supported.

Supported 
function Trend sampling
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Free version upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-5

The configuration software (upgraded version ) can be downloaded from the 
following website. (Membership registration is required.)

Website:
http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/jp/download/09vsft5/index.php#02

Scale/grid/value can be set easily on the left, right, top and bottom of the graph.
Readability of graphs greatly improves. 

Read a graph 
from various aspects!

Easy to grasp current
Status thanks to the

scale display!

[Scale]

[Grids]

[Values]

By combining each 
options…

Supported
function

Trend sampling
Trend graph

Function
Enhancement 4

Temp Flow


